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INTRODUCTION

1.

The object of this study is to examine various aspects of the role of

transnational corporations in the copper industry of Zaire.
The importance of
copper to the country's economy adds a special dimension to the analysis: those in

control of the sector indirectly control the vital ccntroe of- the national economy*
In this light, the study examines the significance of efforts by the Zairian
Government to control the main channels of distribution of this product, the
reaction of transnational corporations
which have attempted either to dominate
or maintain the status quo in the sector and consequent problems arising from

TNC/goveminent rivalry.
2.

This study is divided into four substantive chapters.

Chapter I

discusses

the production and processing of copper and in particular examines the position

of Zaire.in this field, both in an African context and at the international level*
It determines the extent of Zaire's involvement in the various stages of pro-?
cessing copper ore and indicates the degree and limitations of State
control
at each stage and the role already exercised by the transnational corporations
at this level.

3.

In Chapter II

attention focusses on the complex structure of the inter

national copper market.
The text deals with Zaire's ability to control marketing
mechanisms, particularly through SOZACOM and examines various price-setting
techniques, the functioning of the large commodity exchanges and the role played
by transnational corporations*
The Chapter concludes by indicating the strengths
and weaknesses of CIPEC as a negotiating tool for member States,

4Chapter HI presents the transnational corporations in their specific field
of operations.
It first examines the factors which favoured establishment of
the 1TICs»

Then discusses the way in which financial groups controlled them and

describes ensuing structural changes

in the sector*

The chapter concludes with

a study of the leading transnational corporations in the Zairian copper industry
and briefly outlines their main features.

5*

Chapter IV analyses profit—sharing arrangements between the Zairian Govern

ment and transnational corporations.

assessed,

The negotiating power of each side is
in particular through Zaire's control of raining activities, the

taxation system applied to mining operations and the concessions granted to
transnational corporations under the Zairian investment codes.
of transnational corporations is illustrated through measures

Zaire's control
for Zairianization,

"radicalization" or denationalization and through a case study of a mining
agreemento

Chapter VI contains a conclusion to the study.

2/SSA/UHCTC/5
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CHAPTER

I

PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING OF COPPER

A.

General features pfm the copper industry

1.

Main sectors of'f—3 cooper indur.-jry

5.

The copper industry consists of three main sectors:

the fabricating stage and secondary

(a)
7»

smelting.

the primary sector,

\J

Primary sector

TIi3 primary sector,

whica covers raining in general,

can be divided into

two stagess
the mining industry itself, which extracts all types of ore and
produces concentrates, the copper content of which varies from 25 to 35 psr
cent;
and the metallurgical industry, which processes tha concentrates and
producer various intermediate products consisting mainly of blister and. wirebar.

(b)

Fabricating stage

8.
The second phase of the copper industry is concerned with fabrication of
the metal, using wirebar or alloys, oy means of rolling, extrusion or drawing*
Fabricators supply semi-finished products such as wire, tubes, sheets and
sections, which are later transformed into final products oy industrial users.

(c)
9,

Secondary smelters

Secondary smelters have three principal sources of supply:
scrap metal
extrusion and drawing, which constitute

or cuttings from the mill after rolling,

about 30 par cent of the totr.l initial tonnage processed;
scrap metal or
cuttings from the industries t'^at consume semi—finished products;
and copper
scrap recovered from demolition operations„

?,„

I0o

These are divided into two main categories:

metallurgical and semi

finished productso

(a)

Metallur/jjcal products

11,
Tlia metallurgical industry supplies blister, electrolytic copper and
wirebar, as well as several other types of unrefined, copper.

1/

For technical aspects see F.rt* I/dkesell, The Tforld Copper Industry
and London, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1359).

e/bga/unctc/5
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(b)

Semi-finished products in copper or brass

12.
Semi-finished products are generally divided into two types:
articles
for direct consumption^ such as tubes, wire, coils, busbars and commutator
parts;
and intermediate articles such as bars, sections, strips and sheets.
13.

It should be noted that the industry clearly distinguishes between

wire-drawing, which accounts for some 70 per cent of the market for semi
finished products, and the various products manufactured by multipurpose shops.

3.

Qualities of copper aupplied to the fabricators

14.

Four different qualities of copper are supplied to the world market:

refined copper containing oxygen (refined by electrolytic or thermal means');

refined or oxidized copper containing a small quantity of phosphorous; oxygen-

free refined copper produced from melted cathodes, which are cast in the absence

of air;

and cathode copper with a purity of 99*9 per cent.

B»

Structure of wp.rld.n_9pP.P_er.,

^^,

*•

Location of world copper reoources-

-

.

15.
A distinction is generally made between copper "reserves" and copper
"resources": reserves comprise the total amount of ore in known deposits .
which are technically recoverable at the time when they are identified;
2/
resources consist of ores which may be mined under present economic conditions.

(a)
16.

World copper reserves

Various studies have been undertaker! by organizations such as BMUSf CIPEC

and the United Nations to make quantitative evaluations of world copper reserves.
Despite differences in estimates, the studies nevertheless give some idea of
the size of world reserves, which are in the order of 450 million metric tons:
This only represents about 20 per cent of world copper resources.
These global

figures may be broken down to indicate respective shares of world reserves
represented by the different continents or economic groups,

(i)

Distribution by continent shows the following:
North America:

33•3 per cent

South Americas

23.9 per cent

2urope
Africa

13»3 per cent
13#3 per cent and

Asia

2/

:
:

:

5.7 per cent.

See Mikesell, op. cit., p. 11, et. seq.. as well as SCA, Mineral raw

materials in Africa?
p.4.

copper, E/CN.U/MIN.80/3,5, Addis Ababa, September 1980,

E/ECA/UNCTC/5
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These data are shown in the following table;

Table 1.

World Copper Reserves

Prcven or

Potential

probable

reserves

Type of

reserves in

in

thousands

country

thousands

thousands

of metric

of metric

of metric

tons

1.

CIPSC countries

2.

Developing

countries
3.

5.

tons

in

tons
/

c: 9

.218 500

47.90

37 000

22,50

305 500

35.32

48 200

10.55

59 000

15.32

107 200

12.74

34 200

7.55

51 000

13.25

35 900

10.21

99 500

21.83

108 000

23.05

207 500

24.58

Exporting develop

ed countries
4.

%

Total

Importing develop
ed countries
Market-economy

countries

,

6.

Planned—economy
countries

7.

World total

Source;

■■-'■■ *'

-*

—

401 200

37.94

305 000

79.22

705.200

33.95

55 000

12.05

30 000

20.73

135 000

l5.O5

455 200

100.00

385 000 100.00

841 200

100.00

Hamid, M.G., The Copper Industry and its perspectives in Africa.

African Institute for Economic Development and Planning* Dakar, 1978* ft/021/78,
p. 13» (3ased on data from CI73C, Outlook for Development in the World Copper
Industry, Paris, 1977).

(ii)

Distribution by economic group gives the following results:
-

some two thirds of identifiable world reserves are located in
the developing countries;

-

a large proportion of estimated reserves is situated

in Chile,

-

the main developing producer countries, particularly Peru, the
Philippines, Zaire and Zambia, possess significant levels of

which alone contains over 20 per cent of total world reserves;

the

remaining reserves.

e/eca/unctc/5
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Table 2.

Iforld Copper Resources (in millions of metric tons)

Reserves

Location

1.

United States

374,59
139.53

571.40

31.74
19.95

84.35

117.91
35.28
53.50

202.25
58.02

Total

135*05

217*68

353«73

Total

5.35

35.28

42.53

25.40

27.21

52.50

29.02

53.49

9*07

13*14

92.51

Total-

53.50

103.84

172.33

Total

27.20

63-49

90.70

Total

18.14

54.42

72.55

59.35

172.33

232.19

509.32

1.32

i 753.55

2 22A.9Q

South America

Other countries

33.44

Africa
iaire

Other countries

27.21

Asia

Oceania

Planned-economy countries
Total

3.

290c 24
103.84
425,29

Peru

7.

30.83
29,93

145-12

Chil3

5.

84-35

57.14

Total

5.

Total

27.-21

Other countries

4.

resources

North America

Canada

2.

Cther

Sea—bed nodules
Total
World Total

455.22

Source: EGA, op.cit., p. 15, and Mikesell, op. cit., p. 12 (based on data from
the United States Bureau of Mines).
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17.

It should be noted that Zaire and Zambia alone account for about 85 per

cent of African reserves. 3/

(b)
18.

.

.

Distribution of world resources

World copper resources are estimated at. .1 770 million metric tons, 39 per

cent of which are concentrated in polymetallic nodules situated mainly on the

floor of the Pacific Ocean.
Since no appropriate extraction technology has yet
been perfected, it is considered that these nodules merely constitute a
potential resource for the future.

19»
Africa has 5 per cent of world copper resources, located mainly in Zaire
and Zambia, which account for approximately 83 per cent of African resources.

2.

Trends in world copper production

(a)

Rapid growth in production

20.
The use of copper has a history of over 5 000 years.
Expansion in the
production of copper/- however, only dates from the beginning of the 19th
century phenomenon of European industrialization and is closely linked with
electrical applications of copper and related techniques.

21.
World copper production thus rose from 30 000 tons in 1850 to 500 000 tons
in 1900, reaching 2.5 million tons in 1950 and an over-all total of about 25
million tons today.

Table 3.

Recent World Copper Production (in thousands of tons)
1975

Type of production
1.

193C)

1979

Copper ores

471.5

Africa

1

World

7 358,3

Africa/world

1 453.0
7 982.0

18.72

percentage ratio

2.

1978

1977

1 372.1

1 285.1

7

7 937.2

18.26

073.5
17.42

l6o20

364. 1
7 039.■9
1

17« 39

Blister copper
Africa

1 343.2

World

7

955.3

1

387.3

8 155.2

1 315.7
8 093.3

1 221.2

8 149.2

1 282. 0

7 984. 2

Africa/worid
percentage ratio

3.

16.92

15.99

15.25

14.98

16. 05

Refined copper
Africa

World

Africa/World
percentage ratio

Source!

3/

832.0
8 789.7
10.03

923.8
9 100.2
10.15

Tforld Iletal Statistics, Vol. 34, No.

GF, 3C£* op, cit. i p. 4.

919.2

9 201.2

9.99

4,

April 1981

852.0

359.3
9.10

934. 4

9 402. 8

9. 93

s/eca/unctc/5
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22.

Africa (including the Republic of South Africa) contributes on average about

17.9?1 per cent of world production of.copper ores and concentrates, 13.58 per cent
of world blister copper production and only 9.34 per pent of its refined copper.
Africa's contribution conies from 11 producer countries,

(b)

mainly Zambia and Zaire,

Changes in. main producer countries

23.

The leading position in world production is closely related to economic

24.

Europe, for example, was the centre of copper production in 1800:

time.,

Japan and Russia were already important producers.

and technical changes that have taken place in various parts of the world*, 4/
at that

The largest proportion

of the world supply cam&j howeverf from British and German mines*
Great Britain
became the leader in copper production around the 1950s with a contribution of

some 1 500 tons annually out of a world production of 30 000 tons5
Japan, Russia
and Chile were the other important suppliers at that tir.ie.
North America gained
increasing importance and became the leader around the 1900ss

the United States

then produced 250 000 tons, Mexico 30 000 tons and Canada 20 000 tons out of
a total world production of nearly half a million tons,

25.

The mineral wealth of central Africa,

especially Zaire and Zambia, caught

the attention of international capital in the first years of this century, and
these countries took their places among the largest producers in the world,
a position they still hold today,

26.

The respective shares of the leading countries in world copper production

at the various stages in 1977 and their estimated capacity for 1933 are shown
in the following table.

Table 4.

Copper Production and Capacity of Main Countries

Copper
Country

ore

Blister

Refined copper

copper

Actual

Estimated

Actual

Estimated

Actual

produc

capacity

produc

capacity

produc
tion

1983 per

1977

centage

tion 1977

1933

tion 1977

percentage

percentage

1983 P«^

percentage

ooatage

Estimated

.capacity

peir#

1.

Canada

2.

United.States

3.

Chile

4.
5.

■

1P..3

21.5

15,7

5-A

Peru

7.6

Zaire

5.

Zambia

7.

Philippines

10.4
4.3

Total

y

12.4

7.8

19.7
13.7
5.7
7.3
7.8
4.8

20.9
13.3

71.9

54.5

5.0
7.0

10.1
_

7.6
22,5
10.5

4.7
5.4
3.5
0.9

51.2
-

Cf, Hamid, op. cit.« p«

Source:

14.

. 7.4
24.7
9.3
2 5

^

i.*4

9.4
-

55.3

7.6
•27.65.8
4.2

2.4

7.1
0.9

55.2

i. . .

for past trends

UNIDO, Mineral Processing in Developing countries. New Yor•k, 1980, pp. 19-22.
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27,'
It should be pointed out here that while two thirds of known world copper
reserves are located in developing countries, these countries account for only '
53i5 per cent
of world production of copper ore, 39 per cent of blister copper

production capacity and a low 27 per cent of refined copper production capacity,^/
3»

Conpantration of world copper production

28.

Copper production is confined not only to a few countries but also to a few
The following table shows that some 20 corporations predominate

corporations.

in copper productions
ore production;

thirteen corporations account for 55#o per cent copper

fifteen corporations contribute 73«0 per cent of blister copper

production;

fourteen corporations produce 53*0 per cent of world refined copper•

In addition,

nearly two thirds of the 20 leading corporations shown are in the

developed countries and only two of them are in Africa, namely, NOCJI-RCM in Zambia
and Gocamines in Zaire•

29*

As regards the integration of the copper industry,

it should be noted that

eight leading corporations are involved in all stages from ore production to
refining;
they account for about 50 per cant of world copper production.

C.

Zaire's position in the world copper industry

1.

Zaire's place in uorld mining production

30.
Zaire has considerable mineral wealth, an exhaustive inventory of which has
yet to be made.
The country is one of the world's leading ere producers;, it has
in addition a large variety of ores and is the world's biggest producer for some
of these*

31*

The place Zaire occupies with respect "to some of these ores deserves

emphasiss
cobalt";
copper,

for many years,

the country has been the world's leading producer of

it' rank's among the world's leading producers of industrial diamonds,
manganese,

zinc and cadmium;

finally,

Zaire produces significant

quantities of such other vital minerals as wolfram,

monazite,

silver,

gold,

germanium and more,

2,

Zaire's place in respect to world copper resources

32.

In 1973, Zaire's known copper reserves were estimated at approximately 25

million torts of coppe*r metal.

The main deposits are located in Shaba province

but there a*re also cdrasid-arable reserves in 'Lower Zaire to the north of Mbu ji—
May and in easter and'Upper Zaire'.

ONIDO,

op.

cit»,

p

4

percen

she. re

2.9

Keinsont

9.

7J1IH)O,

Consolidated

Atlas

Source:

13.

op.

Duval (Pennzoil)

RIB 3or

11.

12.

Inco

10.

2.2

cit.,

1-7

1.8

23-24.

55.6

10;

50.3
50.3
54.1

2.7

15.

13.
14.

12.

-m

9.; ■ Anaconda (Area)

58.1

2.0

■ 3.;

;

Araax

Raffineris

Norddeutsche

Noranda

Newnont

Rio Tinto Zinc.

Iinami

Mitsubishi-

Nippon Mining

7.i

Phelps Dodge

Kennecott

52.5
55.4

5.:

•

5.

43.1

Gecaniaeo

Codalqp

Asarco

HCCM-aCM

■43.S

7.3
5.5
5.5
3-9

4.:

Anaconda (Arco)

Phelps Dodge

Rio Tinto Zinc

Kennacott

Asarco

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

3..

2.

Gacamines

30.3
37-5

21.3

10.7

IICCLi-RCM

2.

3.5

.1.

11.1

11.1

Codelco

share

Corporation

1.

p.

tive

tage
tage
o

Cumula

production of ores

Percen

duction of blister

2.5
2.5

2.6

2.7

3.1
2.8,

3.5

5.5
5.1
5.1
3.5

6.3

9.9
9.9
7.9

percen

share

7c

73.0

70.5 .

53.0

14.

.

-

Anaconda (Arco)

Gscamines

Rio Tinto Zinc

13.

Araaz
12.

Mitsubishi

Raffinerie

Norddeutsche

Hoboken

Hetallut'gie

11.

10.

.59.9

".-S2.7
65.4

9.

55.3

yj a

Nippon Mining

5.

53*3

Noranda |

Codelco'

Phelpa Dodge

Kennecott

39.5
27.4
49.7

*->

Asarco

:

ECCM-IKM
2.

T

-i. .

4."

■

Corporation

2.5

2.6

2.8
2.5

3.0
3-0

3.9

4.8

5.4
5.4
4.9

5.9

7.8

53.0

57-8

57.3

55.2

49.4
52.4

45.4

42.5

37.7

32.8

27.4

22.0

15.1

8.3

share

fi)

percen

share

8.3

tive
tage

tage

Cumula
Percen

Concentration in the pro
duction of refined copper

34.0

27.7

19.2

9.9

share

-

tive

tage
tage-

Cumula

Percen

coDosr

Concentration in the pro

Concentration in thi

Concentration of Copper production among corporations (1977)

Corporation

Table 5.
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33.

Zaire's place among African and world producers is illustrated in the data

in the following table.

Table 5.

Zaire's place in reject to world copper resources (millions of tons)

Reserves

Country

1.

Total for Africa
Zaire

Other
Resources

Total

53.50

\ 103.84

172.33

25.40

,27.21

52.50

92.51

.

9.07

53.49
18.14

2.

Total for the world

455.22

1 753.55

2 224.90

3.

Zaire/Africa

40.00

25.00

30.52

5.57

1.54

2.35

29,09

Zambia
Other, countries

■percentage ratio

4.

Zaire/world
percentage ratio

Source:

3.

34.

Z/.21

Based on dat.a from 2CA, op. cit.

Zaire's place in world copper production

;

: In 1980, Zaire's production of copper in the form of ores and concentrates

amounted to 450 billion tons, representing approximately 5.0O per cent of
world production and about 33.7 per cent of African production. In the same,
year, it produced 425-7 billion tons of -blister copper, o? 5.33 per.cent of
world production and 33-20 of African production^

35.
Zaire produces copper metal in the form of: cathodes and refined copper.
Quantitatively, its contribution to world production of copper.metal is minimal,
representing only 1.53 per cent in 1930, but its. contribution to African
production is substantial, amounting to 15.43 per cent in the same year.

E/ECA/UNCTC/5
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Table 7»

Zaire's place in world copper production (19S0)
(1 000 tons)

Production

Copper

Blister

Refined

Ores

Copper

Copper

1.

Total for the world

7 839.9

7 984.2

9 402.8

2.

Total for Africa

1 354.1

1 232.0

934.4

3.

Total for Zaire

460,0

4?-5.7

144.2

4..

Zaire/Africa percentage
ratio

5#

Zaire/world percentage
ratio

Source:

33.70

33.20

15.43

5.85

5.33

1.53

Data from World Metals Statistics, op. cit.

D.

Extent of Zairian control over national copper production

1.

Copper.ore prorudction

(a)

■

Mines

36.
As already indicated, the deposits which are currently being mined are
mainly in Shaba. They are generally stratiform in type and belong to the
Zairian-Zambian copper- and cobalt-bearing belt, commonly known as the Copperbelt.
The mining of copper ores in Shaba dates as far back as 1905, when the Union
Miniere de Haut Katanga (UMHK) was established.
37.

At. present, the raining of copper ores is aligned along the iAibumbashi-

Kblwezi-Likasi highway, primarily because mining installations and activities
are situated along this roadj they include those in Central Shaba, with the
Kambove underground mine and the Shituru plants; Tiestern Shaba, with the
Kolwezi open-^>it mine, the Luilu refinery and the Kamoto concentrator? Southern
Shaba, with the Kipushi concentrator and the Kisenda and Misoshi underground
mines*

38.

Three major corporations control all the working mines in this region

today (see chapter HI for further details):

6/
Cf. Nyembo Shabani, L'industrie du cuivre dans le monde et le progr^s
economise du copperbelt africain Brussels, La Renaissance du Livre, 1975).
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The Generale des Carrieres et des Mines (Gecamines), a 100 per
cent State-owned corporations;

it was formerly the UMHK,

which was

nationalized in 1937;

The Sociate MiniSre de Tenke—Fungurume (SMTF), which is involved in
developing the large deposit at Tenke—F\ingurume.
international consortium comprising American,

This

British,

is an
French and

Japanese interests, with a 20 per cent share owned by the Zairian
State;

The Societs de Developpement Industriel et Minier du Zaire (SODIMIZA),

established in 1969 by an association of interests between the Zairian
State, which holds 20 per cent of the capital,

39«

^til 1972,

and a Japanese group.

Gecamines was the only copper—producing corporation in Zaire;

it remains the country's main producer of this ore.

(b)

Ore concentrating, plants

40,
Concentration is the first stage of the metallurgical process in which
ore is transformed into copper metal*
In the case of Ghana, at each open-pit
or underground mine in operation, there is generally a concentrator for direct
processing of the ore before it is sent to the breaking and crushing facilities.

41*

7/

Gecamines has six concentrators with the following annual capacities:-'

Kipushi (1935)* 1«4 million tons; Kolwezi (l94l)f 28 million tons; Kambove
(1961), 1.4 million tons; Kalandi (1962): 0.8 million tons; Kamoto (1968),

4 million tons; Dima (1930), 4 million tons. The six Gecamines concentrators
manufacture semi-finished products with a copper content ranging from 18 to 65
per cent.
The products are subsequently transported to the three major industrial
centres of Lubumbashi, Likasi-Shituru and Kolwezi—Luilu, where further metallurgic
al processing takes place.
42.

The SODIMEZA concentrator started to operate at the end of 1972 and now

produces ore concentrates with an average copper content of about 36.5 per
cent.

Unlike Gecamines, SODIMIZA exports its entire output of concentrates to

Japan, where it undergoes further metallurgical processing.

Clearly this pro

cedure gives rise to a number of financial problems in terms of lost income for
Zaire,

creation of jobs for nationals and transfer of technology for related

industries in Zaire.

7/

The years in which the concentrators were put into operation are in

parentheses.

(See ECA, op. cit., p. 44)
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Table 8.

Output of ore-concentrating plants (in thousands of tons)

1976

1977

473

445

Kolwezi

915

851

Kambove

132

122

89

Concentrators

1*

1973

1979

1980

451

439

Gscamines

concent rators

Kamoto
Dima

Kakanda
Kipushi

2.

691

218

107

96

92

110

118

100

157

183

203

92
202

102

81

89

81

93

721

189

SCDIMEZA
concentrators

Total

Source:

Gecamines, Rapport annuel 1980, and Department of the National

Economy and Industry, Coi^ioticture economique, Kinshasa, 1981 •

2,

Local qrcKseflsin.fi of. ore

(a)

Metallurgical extraction plants

43•
Metallurgical processing includes pyroraetallurgical plants the Panda
electric and Luburabashi smeltersj
and the hydrometallurgical plants of Uiilu,
Shituru and Kolwezi.

44»
Pyroraetallurgy (smelting) involves dry processes generally comprisingtwo stages; 8/

45*

—

Separation of the gangue from the useful compound;

—

Production of metal

from the compound.

Hydrometallurgy (electrolysis) is a process used in the case of ores

containing copper in an oxidized or carbonate form and takes place in a sulphuric
solution.

45#
Cathode or blister copper is produced by these processes;
produced in recent years are set forth in the following table.

8/

the quantities

For technical aspects, see M» Defrene, "La metallurgie du cuivre pratiquee

par la Gieamines au Shaba",

in Industrie miniere et daveloppement au. Zaire,

vol. II, PUZ, Kinshasa, 19?5, p. 43-
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Table 9.

Output of Metallurgical plants (in thousands of tons)

Plants
1*

1977

1978

1979

1980

123.5
10.9

1*4.8
14*7

135.3
10.5

142.0
-

137.4
11.0

0

0

u.l

6a9

11.3

l6?.4

171.2

H7.0

135-4

150.4

121.3

126.4

97.4

95.8

125.3

1.1

1.3

1.5

2*1

204

Pyrometallurgical plants

(a)

Lubumbashi:
31ister copper
Black copper

(b)

Panda

Black copper
2.

1976

Hydrometallurgical plants

(a)

Luilus

Deposited copper
(b)

ShituruJ

Deposited copper
(c)

Kolwezi:

31ack copper

Source:

(b)

Gacaminest

op.

cit.

Refineries

47.
The cathode or blister copper produced by the Gecamines metallurgical
plants is not sufficiently pure to meet the requirements of end users.
The
cathodes are sent to the Ghituri and Likasi refineries, which transform them
into high—grade copper.
The electrolytic copper thus obtained has a copper

content of over 99-95 per cent, and the casting of refined copper permits the
manufacture of various types of wirebar* to meet customer requirements.

(i)

3y refining at Ghituri part of the output of cathode copper, it

was possible in 1980 to produce 144 200 tons of electrolytic-quality
copper and 35 400 tons of soluble anodes«

This outputt

however,

which represents an increase of about 40 per cent over that of 1979?
is well below the annual output capacity of 250 000 tons of electro
lytic copper.
Output is apparently limited by a lack of imported

coal. 9/

Cf» Gecamines report, op. cit.» p. 20.
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(ii)

The remaining part of the blister copper output, which
represents about half of Zaire's average output, is exported to,
3clgium for refining by Mstallurgie Koboken,

48.

Commercial or technical arguments put forward so far to justify refining

49.

There is thus an urgent need to establish a refinery for processing

outside of Zaire appear to be largely fallacioas.,10/
Zairian copper in Zaire, for several, reasons. 11/

First, wirebar* account for

51 per cent of the products currently sold by SOZACOM, the remaining 49 per
cent consisting of winning cathodes and blister.

On the one hand,

electro—

lytically—refined cathodes are gradually replacing firebars on the international

market;
on the other, SOZACGM is having to pay the Kobokea refinery at Olen
substantial refining costs for processing.its winning cathodes and blisters. 12/
In addition, the copper sent to Matallurgie Hobokan often contains such precious
metals as gold, silver, cadmium and the like.
These metals, which have great
market value, completely escape the attention of Zairian inspectors and their

recovery at Olen is not reported to Gecamines. 13/

50.
No decision has been reached yet regarding location of the refinery
either in Shaba or in Lower Zaire.
A point could be inade, however, that locat
ing it in the Inga Free Zone would present greater advantages than a mere
expansion of the Luilu refinery.

51•

One remaining problem is the African and Zairian capacity to consume

refined coppers
Estimates indicate that in 1930 Africa accounted for only
1.16 per cent of world consumption and Zaire for only l.ol per cent of Africa's
total consumption during the same year.
The figures do not augur well for a
refinery of the size envisaged, unless, as with come other African industries,
it was from the outset designed to be essentially outward—looking.

10/

Cf. Ilunga.Ilunkanba, Cuivre. Techonologie et D5pgndance au ZaEre,

CODESRIA/UIIITAR Seminar, Addis Ababa, August 1979, p. 9-10.

11/

Gee MechiLi, Raffineriei du cuivre au Zagre (.Brussels, March 1975)f and

J. Gonzalez, Rapport technique, usine de raffinage Sleetrplvtique de cuivre

au Zaire, UNIDO, February l5'J2.
12/

Gonzalez, ibid.

13/

See Le Portefeuille, ilo. 15, March 1932, p. 15.

African Sub-regions,

fno date) 0-967?), and t;.ie Liinistry of ISconomic Affairs, Possibilitas d'une
industriede,transformation du cuivre au Congo (no date) (1958?).
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3»

Local processing of copper into manufactures

52.
Zaire has some downstream copper—processing enterprises.
Their production
capacities, however, often exceed the small size of the country's existing

domestic market and the potential for export to neighbouring African rcgions*l4/
53*

The most important of these installations ic Laminoirs, Trefileries et

Cableries (LATRHGA), a company established in 1949/1250, whose factories are located
at Lubumbashi, 1^/ Created to process non-ferrous metalsf it was initially
designed to meet the needs of such local industries as railways, mining companies
and electricity production and distribution companies*
Despite an annual capacity
in the order of 10 000 tons of manufactured products in copper, aluminium, lead,
zinc and various noiv-ferrous alloys, tATRSCA has Ion;? been operating below
capacity, for the reasons mentioned above.'
;;:

54«
The second largest installation in Zaire is CA3EIjC0M.
The-- company was
founded in I96S for the production of electrical ■■wire and insulated cable.
Although initially designed with a capacity of 8 000 tons per year, CA33LC0Ii has
only managed to produce on. average from i 000 to 2. 000 tons annually*
55«
The installations of LATRECA, which is a former affiliate of Cuivre et
zinc Belgique incorporated in Belgium, as well as those of CA3ELC0M, a current
affiliate, were integrated with Gecamines on 1 January 1975 and to date con

stitute the sections Laminoirs et Cableries (LC) of Gacamines. 16/

56.

These production units of Gecamines now specialize in the processing of

copper and its alloys - brass and bronze.

The output of the rolling mills and

cable—works in 1980, using in the beginning mostly metal from Gecamino.o, amounted
to 1 751 tons in the form of various manufactured products.
Rolling-mill products
include sheets, bands, bars, plates, tubes, sections and wire rod (l 009 tons).

The output of the cable—works (742 tons) includes low- and medium-tension bare
and insulated wire and cables. 17/

57»
Other companies such as TEXAL, GHAHIMETAL and GPL3IJD0S produce copper,
brass and bronze castings for the manufacture of metal products, bronze parts,
wrought metal and roofing sheets,

58.

It should be noted.that most.of the goods produced by Zairian firms are

directed at the domestic market;

-the export of copper products remains a

problem.

14/

For all these problems, see the study conducted for EGA by Maxwell Stamp

Associates Limited, Pre—investment study of the copper fabricating industry in
the East and Central-African Sub-regions, (no date) (195/?). and the Ministry
of Economic Affairs, Possibilites d'une Industrie do transformation du cuivre

au Congo, (no date) (l95o?)V

Mukendi wa Nsanga, "Possibility de transformation des produits
cuivreux au Shaba-Cas Latreca" in Industrie miniere. vol. II, PUZ, 1975, p. 179.

16/

See Le Portefeuills, op.^ cit., p. 20.

17/

Cf. Gscamines, Rapport annuel, op. cit., p« 21.
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ST3UC7UR3 OF TJ3: I I'JTSRNATI ONAL 00PP33 L5ARK3T

A.

Zairian control

!•

Hole of. tho Gociot '"; Zairoiee de Cormnurcialisation des Minerals | (SOZAOT/l)
(a)

of irarkoting

SOZACOM activities

59.

Tho idea of establishing a company for marketing Zairian ores was first
put forward in a presidential statement.of 30 November 1973=
"In the area of
marketing, rigourous control will be established over t-ie destination of our
copper".
In this context, SOZACOM was established by Law No. 74-010 of 10 July

1974.
60,
SOZACOM is a.state corporation governed by tha law that sets general
provisions applicable to public enterprises;
its statutes were published on
5 May 197S.
The company's objective is the marketing of ores and raining
products exported by Gscaisines and other ores and products designated by order
of the President of the Republic.
'Jnitl recently, SOZACOM1 s marketing activities,
which began in December 1975j covered products of G4camines and the Society

fofrniere de Kisenge (SMK).

The ordinance of 2 April 1931 on the regulation of

marketing conditions for Zairian ores and mining products 18/ has considerably
expanded SOZACOM's role and sphere of activity.

3oiac of the new privileges

granted to the company are mentioned hereafter,

61 ♦

The new marketing conditions apply to a.7.1 minir-5 products extracted from

the Zairian subsoil by any public, semi—public or private enterprise of an
industrial, commercial or other nature.
Mining products include marketable
concentrates as well as products for metallurgical processing obtained by the
operating'companies,

62.

With authorization of the sponsoring authority,

SOZACOM may conclude

contracts that will enabla it to. either to replace other marketing companies or
enter into association :-:itli thorn.

63.

SOZACOM acts as sole agent for the marketing of copper, cobalt or other

ores or raining products produced by Gscamines and for the marketing of diamonds.
SOZACOM's marketing responsibility covers any operations involving placement
of Zairian ores or mining products on local or international markets through sale,
exchange or purchaser

64»

as.specified under mining legislation.

In tho context of raining agreements, the Stato may assign SOZACOM

permanent or temporary responsibilities for the control or monitoring of the
activities of operating companies.

18/
The text of this ordinance i,s to be found in Cpnjonctura Economique,
op. cit.g p. 45-

(b)

SOZACOk lipld

65,

The role of SOZACOI.i in marketing basically consists of seeking out
potential clients, identifying tteir needs, supplying them with the products
.required and following up those operations.
Under current trade conditions,
this is largely carried out in user countries most of which are industrialized.
66*
.In.its.Vsearch for. solutions to these .pro-bl^rac an:1 in order to maintain
relative autonomy from the leading transnational corporations in these areas,

SOZACOM has acquired shares in the capital of foreign corporations specializing
in this sector and granted certain Gales agents exclusive rights.
Particular

mention should be made.of the following companies s lg/
(i)

SOZAREX, a foreign subsidiary entirely owned by SOZACOM whose
accounts were consolidated with those of SOZACOM for the first time

in'1930;

(ii)
,

■

;

(ill)

AFRIM3T African Metals Corporation) the exclusive sales agent for
;

SOZACOM, particularly for the sale of cobalt, in North America:
in 1979, S03f.COM acquired 14 per cent of AFRITM1 capital in the form

of 700 shares at a value of US& 543 581.36;

SOGEI/ET (SociotiS G-5nerale des Metaux) a public company under French
law which is the exclusive sales representative of SOZACOM in France|

SOZACOM holds 20 per cent of SOGSMST capital represented by l6 000
shares at a value of 5 334 055 French franco.

SOGEMST is a subsidiary

of the Sociats Gsnarale des Minerals (SGI»)i which'in turn is a
subsidiary of the SociSts Generale de

(c)

Constraints

67*
As stated earlier, on the average over 50 por cent of the Gacamines blister
copper production is sent to the refinery of lietallurgia Hoboken, a subsidiary of the
Societ-S Generale de 3elgique.
Once refined, this coppor is exported to other
user countries by Delgiun:, wliicl; thereby acquires a soaoirhat unexpected importance
in the international copper trade.
Export of "Belgian" copper is the responsibility
of the Socidst-S Genarale dec Minerais, a: subsidiary of tl..o Socinta Genarale de
Belgique,

68.

as indicated earlier.

Under the 1974 agreements between SOZACOM and GGBS, the Belgian company

remains the sales agent for 30ZAC0U, even after the nationalization of UMHK;
for its part, SOZACOM retains preferential rights ao concerns other sales
agencies. 20y
Under the terns of the agreements, SGI.<I, in exchange for its

services, was to receive 5 per cent of sales for 15 years beginning in 19G9>
"which in fact represents 100 per cent of profits if the price of copper is poor".

12/

See SOZACOM, Rapport Annual 198O> p. 65-57

20/

Cf. Ilunga Ilungamba, op.| cit., p. 14*

21/

See Comite ZaSre, Zairei

UHarmattan, 1978), p.

^

le dossier de la recolonisation, (Paris,
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69*
Free choice of agencies indicated above exists only in theory, since
SOZAGOM is not able to make direct contact with sales agencies in the major
countries that consume Zairian copper. In practice, SGM makes these contacts
on its own, either through its own subsidiaries or through the intermediary of
foreign corporations which it remunerates?
they include GIRM in France and
Metallgesellschaft in the Federal Republic of Germany,

70.
The autonomy of SOZAGOM vis-a-vis SGM is therefore limited, and the
Zairian copper industry is still closely linked with the production process
of transnational corporationso

2.

Compaqnie i/iarii-ajae ^airoiae and the transport of Zairian copper.

71.
Freight plays a major role in international commodity trade;
it is also
the prerogative of the transnational transport corporations. In the case of
Zaire, the shipping sector was nationalized with a view to reducing the
influence of Transnational Corporations (TNCs). Under the terms of article

15 bis of the Law of 10 July'1974, the Compagnie Maritime ZaSroise (CMZ)

acquired virtual monopoly over the shipping of exports from the Republic of
Zaire, 22/ CMZt however, is not in a position to take advantage of the
provisions of the law,, as its current carrying capacity of eight ships, seven
freighters and one cargo and passenger vessel is inadequate* 23/ Instead,

under the 1976 Agreement between CMZ and the Compagnie Maritime Beige (CM3),
an affiliate of the Societe Gsnerale de Belgique, the Agence Maritime

Internationale (AMIZA), a subsidiary of CM3, continues to be the official

transport agent of Zaire, 24/

*

72. . As things stand, AMIZA is thus ... SOZACOM's general transport agent for
dispatching mining products to consumer countries!
in other words, the
Zairian economy still bears the burden of freight costs in foreign currency
entailed by such an arrangement, especially in view of the quantity of copper
in national exports.

73.

One advantageous solution for Zaire would be for CMZ to become the SOZACOM^

general transport agent and to entrust only certain operations to AMIZA, as
is in fact provided for under the above-mentioned Agreement.

22/
See Yabili Yalala Asani, Code de la Zairianisationa (Mwanga-Hebdo,
Lubumbashi, 1975), P- 1X3•
See Le Portefeuille,

24/

op,

cit.,

p, 31-

The text of the CMB-CMS Agreement is contained in the above-mentioned

journal, p, 30-
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3«

Monopoly of tha Gocists HatlonaXQ d'Assurances (SOHAS)

74.
Insurance.is a second area in which Zairian undertakings could strengthen
the SOZACOrvt role in marketing raining products.
In a speech made on 30 November
1973» the Zairian Head of State said that "in transport insurance,

all exporters

of Zairian products will henceforth be prohibited from taking out insurance
with any other foreign company".

This principle, whereby a

monopoly was granted

to a Zairian insurance company, was put into practice through article 16 of Law

No. 73/009 of 15 June 1974» which states that transport insurance for goods and
products exported from Zaire must be taken out in Zaire with SONAS in local

currency. 25/

75*

Unlike CftE,

SONAS appears to be making effective use of its insurance

monopoly, with ?jscamxnei*"cbpper and SODIKCZA concentrates insured with it.
There remains,

of course, the question of sharing risks with transnational.

corporations in the case of reinsurance, but this is not insurmountable in so
far as the choice of partners and the level of commission are always open to

negotiation. 26/
76.

There is no doubt that use of SONAS services saves the Zairian economy

significant amounts of foreign currency which would otherwise have to be paid
to transnational corporations to insure copper products.

3.

Zairian copper on the international market

It

transport routes and their problems

77 •

There are four

routes for transporting mining products from Shaba, each

with its advantages and disadvantages. 27/
—

•.

'

.

The Lobito route, which is the shortest and involves no transshipment,

seems to be the best;

it was however closed for a long time and only

re-opened recently^
—

The Matadi route is the only one which is situated almost entirely

within the country and which, therefore,
of currency.

—

However,

does not involve any export

it entails two transshipments.

On the Beira route, Likasi is 2. 745 km from the sea with only 3^7 kms.
running through Zaire.

Although longer than the Lobito route, this

route has the advantage of involving no transshipment.
—

The Dar-es-Salaam route,

like the domestic route,

has the disadvantage

including two, transshipment points, at Kalerai and Kigoma.

25/

See Yabili^ op. cit., p. 72.

26/

Cf. Ilunga Ilunkamba, op. cit., p. 16.

27/

Cf. Kayala, "Le transport du cuivre au Zaire", in Industrie miniSret

vol. II, op. cit.,

p. 79.
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78.
Ever since the Dilolo—Lobito railway line was closed in September 1975,
the Republic of Zaire has experienced serious difficulties in shipping out
mining products:
the choice of route no longer depends on cost or speed of
transport but on possibilities at any given time;
furthermore, certain
routes appeared to be overloaded,

79*
Estimates carried out at the end of June 19<3l show that the average
number of days for transporting Gacamines products from the plant to the port
of shipment ranged from 30 for Matadi, 96 for Dar-es-Salaam, 29 for East

I/radon (through Zambia) to 49 for Lobito (compared to 15 in 1974).

Added to

the long time spent in transit to ports are the periods mining products spend
awaiting loading on board ships belonging to the different "conferences" of
transnational corporations.
The number of days required at the end of July

198l between departure from Gacamines plants and loading on board ship thus
increased to 84 for Matadi, 158 for Dar-es-Salaam, 60 for East London and

132 for Lobito. 28/

80.

These delays have a severe effect on the cost of Gecamines products and

the corporation's financial resources even before price levels on the inter
national market are taken into account.
SODIMEZA itself was heavily constrained
by the high cost of rail transport along the southern route while the DiloloLobito railway line was closed, to such a point that the export of its copper,
concentrates no longer plays for itself and needs state support. 29/

2.

Geographical diotriL jution, of Zaii-ian copper exports

81.

Zaire exports its copper along the above-mentioned transport routes in

3«

Price of Zairiaa copper on international markets

82.

Despite the trend observed in 1979 towards increase in consumption in

28/

Cf. Conjoncture sconomique, op. cit., p. 164.

2g/

ibid., P. 52.

the form of ores and concentrates, blister and refined copper. The entire
output of copper concentrates from SCDIMIZA is supplied to the Japanese copper
industry. The entire output of Zairian blister copper is exported to four
European countries: Belgium, France, the Federal Republic of Germany and
Italy. Exports of refined copper are more diversified: while a large amount
is still sent to Europe, a sizable quantity is destined to the United States,
Brazil, Japan, India, etc. This latter aspect is illustrated in table 10.

the major industrialized countries and speculative purchases to guard against
a possible shortage, prices of principal Zairian products in general and of
copper in particular wore not favourable in 198O. The non-ferrous metals marke^
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including the copper market, was actually depressed for the whole year,

for a few speculative movements during, the first six months* ^2/

except

In I960, the

average price for a ton of copper was 54 431 3elgian francs, as compared to
3F58 200 in 1979« The maximum price of BF&*9 503 occurred in February and the ;
minimum price of 3F57 503 in June. During the first six months of 1981, prices

fluctuated between BF50 000 and BF65 000 per ton.

Table 10.

/

Zairian copper exports according to country of destination

.(In metric .tons)

41

500

1979

1980

000

29 600

34 300
272 733

1973

1977

Country of destination

35

1.

Ores and concentrates

2.

Blister and anodes including

357 090

301 290

256 164

— Belgium

344 850

232 734

12 010

10 321

249 733
16 431

- Franco

0

— Federal Republic of Germany

0

- Italy

3.

•

Refined copper including

90

220

543
401

— France

5 549

- Italy

1 550
42 348

— Japan

11

— Federal Republic af--Germany-

093

4 000

— Romania

Source:

125

World I/Ietal Statistics,

op-

cit.

,

p*

545

70 041

3 819
7 579

3 119
17 455
8 451

103

814

— 3elgium
— Brazil

0S0

4 749
■16 150
23 503
12

425

10 000

4 570

12 600
12

471

2 000

154 153
12

30

599

287

15 451
20 503
27 905
13 543

2 000

59

83* In the same year, Gecamines, through SOZACOM, carried out 90 per cent of
its sales through one—year future-rdelivery contracts and only 10 per cent

through "spot" delivery contracts.
84.

/

As indicated earlier, SOZACOM uses sales agencies, in particular SGM and

its subsidiaries, to establish contacts with customers and to conclude contracts.

85»

SOZACOM quotations refer to average monthly prices on the major London

and New York exchanges and are calculated CIF at the main European ports.

SGM

sells Zairian copper on the Brussels market, where it is quoted FOB at Olen.
Average annual prices for recent years on the Brussels,
are shown in the table below.

31/

See Conjoncture eoonpmique, op. cit., p. 48.
See Ilunga Ilunkamga,

op« cit.,

p.

10

London and New York markets
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Table 11*

Prices of electrolytic copper at Brussels.

Brussels

Year

(BF/kg)

1975
1976

45.4

Source!

(Cents/lb)

710

935
941

64.4

63.6
58.3
65.8

55.5

92.3

101.4

Conjoncutre economiquej op, cit., p. 51, based on data from AGEFT,

5cho do la 3oursct S-IG and SOZACCffi

86.

New York

751

58.2

1980

(fc/ton)

78l

4.2.9

1979

London

557

54.2
47.0

1977
1978

London and New York

...

Considering the importance of copper to the Zairian economy, fluctuations

in its price obviously have serious consequencess

they make it impossible to

adhere to the objectives of the national economic development plan;
they
undermine the budgets prepared by the State;
they create difficulties for the
import of capital goods?
they prevent reimbursement of loans from abroad;
and
so on.
The decision—making centres where commodity prices are set naturally
disregard these problems, and world commodity prices generally bear little

relationship with the real situation in producer countries* 33/

C.

Machinery for determine copper prices

1.

Ways of Gelling different typec of coppsr

87.

Copper may be sold at various stages in the production process 1

as ore

and concentrate, as blister copper or as refined copper in the form of cathodes,
wirebars, cakes, billets and the like.
Generally speaking, copper is sold
through bilateral contracts concluded between producers and buyers, the latter
being traders or even manufacturers.
However, some copper is sold directly for
cash or on the exchanges.

Contracts vary,

depending on which of the three types

of unwrought copper is being sold. 34/
Sale of

88.
with,

33/

In many cases, copper concentrates are sold through long—term contracts
in general,

a change of ownership.

Frequently, these sales are also

-■■ See Billerbeck, K., On Negotiating a New Order of the World Copper.Market,

Berlin, 1975.

34/

This paragraph is based on the contribution from CIPEC, The Marketing

and Pricing of Copper, TT)/3/lPC/C0PPER/AC/L.10, submitted to the Intergovernmental
Group of Experts on Copper,

March 1977.
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linked to the investment of foreign capital to help finance the raining
operations that produce the concentrates. This is true," Tor "example, of the
export of Zairian concentrates by SODIMIZA to Japanese industries.

(b)

89.

Sale of blister copper

Most blister copper is sold to refiners.

However, a certain amount of

this grade of copper is sold directly to traders who, in turn, sell it to
refiners. Contracts for the sale of blister copper do not necessarily result
in any change of ownership to the extent that "on toll" contracts may be
involved. In this case, the manufacturer of the blister copper remains the
actual owner of the copper throughout the refining process. This is true, for
example, of the Gecamines blister copper that is refined by Metallurgie Hoboken
and sold on the Brussels market by SGM.

(c)
90.

Sale of rpfinod copper

Outside the United States, refined copper is generally sold through

one-year contracts between producers and manufacturers, the latter turning the
copper into serai-manufactured products or passing it through a more elaborate
process. Sales of wirebars and cathodes represent a substantial part of the
trade in refined copper.

2.

Principal mechanisms for pricing copper

91.

Two mechanisms are currently used in setting the price of coppers

"producer price" system and the "market price" system. 35/

(a)

the

Producer price oystem

92.
At present, this system is used only for sales of refined copper within
a number of industrialized countries, including the United States, Australia,
Japan, France and Canada, where, in some cases, the copper markets are highly
integrated, both horizontally and vertically. Here the producer price of
refined copper is expressed in local currency and is generally kept at a level

close to the London Ivietal 2xchange (LME) price by means of regular adjustments.

93.

In the specific case of the United States, the producer price is an

average used by the principal producers for sales within American territory;
some producers set a price for cathodes, others for wirebarw and still others

for wire rod. The average American producer price is also closely related to
the Canadian producer price but, in most cases, it differs somewhat from the

LME and the COMEX (New; York Commodity Exchange) prices.

See, in particular, R. 3osson and B. Varon, L'industrie miniere dans le

Tiers Monde^JSconomica. Pariar 1978, p. 103~.

■
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94•

It should be noted that there is no producer price for either

concentrates or blister copper.

(b)

Market price system

95.
The reference price used in the market price system is generally the
official rate on the LM2, whether for spot or future delivery, with the spot

price of wirebars having been used as the normal reference price since 1953.
The selling price of concentrates and blister copper,

though calculated on
the basis of the LME price, allows for some adjustments to reflect three,
factors:
deductions for the loss of copper during the smelting process;
allowances for impurities or lack thereof;

premiums for saleable by-products

such as gold or silver.

96.
In some cases, the price of refined copper is slightly higher than the
LME price, particularly when the copper is of an extremely pure grade or when
the copper traded is warehoused on private premises.

97.

Compared to other types of sales contracts,

"sales contracts for copper

do not specify the sales price but instead contain a clause indicating the

system for pricing each delivery provided for in the contract". 2&/

this clause is very general, as can be seen in the following wordings
seller's price at the time of delivery".

3.

Functioning of the large commodity exchanges

98.

Two terminal markets,

copper trade. 22/
and brokers,

Moreover,
"the

LMS and COMEX, play a major role in the world

They are used by producers, manufacturers, traders, dealers

as well as speculators for whom hedging represents a main

attractions.

(a)
99»

Trading oa HSZ

Five non-ferrous metals are traded on LMEj

silver.

copper,

zinc,

lead,

tin and

Transactions in those metals are conducted over short periods during

which only one of the products is traded.

In the case of copper,

are carried out in 25 ton lots of wirebars or cathodes,
for variations in weight,

transactions

with a slight allowance

Th3 official and unofficial published prices include

quotations for both types of copper,.

100.
I2JEL is organized in such a way that all transactions must be either in
cash or payable within three months, while contracts are concluded for any of

the days within the three—month period* 2&/

However, many members of the floor

carry out transactions and conclude deals over lonoer periods of up to a year.

26/

Cf* CIP3C, op. cit., p. 5.

37/

See, in particular, the complete work on this subject by Y. Simon, Bourses

de commerce et marches a .terine de marchandises (Paris, Dalloz, 1977)o
Cf, CIPEC,

op.

cit., annex I,

po

3.
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1010

Prices on LM3 havo a major and direct influence on prices in copper sales

contracts to the extent that the daily settlement prices on UM are determined
by transactions conducted on that marketc
Moreover, USE market prices are

widely used to establish selling prices outside the market, a role' which is

far from negligible, 39/

The latter point may be illustrated by the following

cases, largely concerned uith qivrations for
prices of deliveries -.»ade by a producer to a
on the monthly average of the LI4S settlement
selling prices quoted by a manufacturer to a
price

Zairian copper by GOZACOMs
the
manufacturer are frequently based
prices;
in certain cases, the'
client are based on the settlement

for a given dz.ye

(b)
102,
Three non-ferrous metals are traded on COMSXt
copper, silver and gold.
Quotations on C0M3X do not play as direct or important a role as those on USE
in determining world copper prices,

I03o In the case of copper transactions, since 1977 contracts have been based
on electrolytic cathodes? although other forms of copper are accepted, allowance
being made for certain clearly defined price differentials«
Kach contract is
for 25 000 pounds with a

slight allowance for variations in weight.

are given in cents (US) per pou.nd for electrolytic cathodesa

Quotations

Copper trans

actions are conducted for the current calendar month, the two calendar months
following and for the months of January, March, ifiay, July and September and

December in the 14 months following the current calendar months 40/
104.

Each market day, COMSX publishes the official closing prices based on the

volume of transactions for each month of delivery.

D.

3oleM pf the Interfioyernmsatal Council for copper, exporting countries (CIPEC)

105*

Price instability is the main problem faced by copper-producing countries.

This constraint, particularly serious in 1965, induced four of the major thirdworld copper-producing countries,

namely Chile,

Peru,

Zaire, and Zambia, meeting

in June 1967 in Lusaka, to establish CIPSC,
Indonesia joined the group of four
in 1975 as a full member Tfhili Australia and Papua New Guinea became associate

memberso

.

Mauritania became a full member of C1P3C in 197-S.

106. CIPEC's activities initially focussed on studies and dissemination of
reports on the development of the topper industry throughout the world*
In its
early days CIPHC also acted as a consultant-to member countries, both individually
and collectively.,

22/
40/

c£" Simon
"CtPEC
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107.
From the preparation of studies, CIP3C has gradually progressed to direct
action.
In view of the major role played by copper in the development of their
respective economies, the four founding members of CIPEC have to varying degrees
assumed control of this major sector.
Marketing methods under the control of
state enterprises in these countries have subsequently bsen superimposed in
nationalized sectors in Chile, Peru, Zaire and Zambia.
This is true in
particular of SOZACOFj? in Zaire, which markets products from Gecamines, a
nationalized company.

108.
With regard to joint- -action, in 1974 the CIP3C group initiated a plan to
reduce exports by 10 par cent in order to influence prices. The rate was later

raised to" 15 per cent,

With the same aim, three of the member countries -* Peru,

Zaire and Zambia - decided in 1979 to complement the export quota system with a
system of production quotas under which production rras reduced by 15 per cent.
With regard to the persistent problem of copper stocks, CEPSC members have
jointly discussed the possibility of producer countries financing and managing
such stocks themselves.
There was a propitious sequel to this at UNCTAD during
its consideration of the integrated programme for commoditiess

copper appears

on tho list of products for which a buffer stock system is recommended.
.

j.

,...y

;

109.
On the whole, the results of CIPEC's activities have been modest and can
in no respect equal those.achieved by OPEC,
The organization, similarly to
other producers1 associations, is hindered by four internal and external

factors. 41/
110.
Wide—ranging differences among CIPSC member countries are themselves an
obstacle to full use of the organization's capacity!
Chile and Indonesia have
not,

for example,

participatad in the production limitation measures.

111.
Certain major copper producers have not joined CIP3C, which greatly weakens
the effect of its decisions.
It may be noted, in this context, that attempts
by CIP3C to influence prices have not had the anticipated effect on the inter
national copper market.

112*
The activities of CT?EC have also bean constrained by transnational cor
porations, which continue to dominate the trade, from the producer to the user
stages•

113.
Although CIP2C controls an appreciable percentage of world copper exports,
the pattern of exports varies widely from one CIP.3C country to another:
Indonesia
and Papua Hew Guinea export only ores and concentrates;
Chile and Peru export
copper in all its three forms, but most Peruvian exports consist of blister, while
Chilean exports mainly comprise refined copper;

Australia exports ores,

centrates, refined copper and a small quantity of blister;

con

Zaire exports copper

in all-three forms, but concentrates account for only a small part;

Zambia exports

mainly refined copper.

114.

The interests of the member countries of CIP'IC are thus so divergent that

one cannot realistically speak of clear control of a major part of the international
copper market by the organization,.

4jL/
Rapport de la reunion nixte CEA-UNAP3C sur les associations do producteurs
africains, E/CN. 14/WP. 1/103, Addis Ababa, August 1975.
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CHAPTER

III

TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS IN THE ZAIRIAIJ COPPER INDUSTRY

A.

astablishment of_ transnational corporations in tlio
Zairian mining industry

1,

Role of King Leopold II|in establishing the first conpanijo

115. The economic history of Zaire shows that King Leopold II played a' decisive
role in the establishment of transnational corporations in Zaire through the
intermediary of the Congo Free State, of which he was the founders with the
aid of his own resources and .-the Fondations de la Couronhbj
and through his
close associates and business agents.

115.

The manner in which the following companies were set up provides ample

proof of this. 42/

(a)

117.

fV.yfcfl»fr» Conaolaioe pour lo CoLOcrce et 1'Inrfuotrie^CCCI)

The Compagnie Congolaise pour le Commerce et l'Industrie (CCCl), the

first Belgian company to carry on economic activities in the territory of
Zaire, was established in 188/ by Albert Thys, an aide-de-camp of King Leopold
II. OCCI's primary goals were to construct the Lower Zaire railway and promote
economic activities of all kinds.
In time it became a vast holding company
with economic interests in the agricultural, raining, manufacturing, banking
and transport sectors.

(b)
118.

,

Corapagni^ flu Katanga (CIC)

At the request of King Leopold II, CCI set up a number of subsidiaries,

including in 1391 the Compa£nie du Katanga (CK), which was of major importance.
The CK's basic role was to exploit the mines discovered in'Katanga.
However,
in addition to interests in Shaba,-the Compagnie du Katanga held interest in
numerous companies active throughout the territory o" Zaire.

■

119.

(c)

Conits Special du Katanga _(CSK)

In co-operation with the Compagnie du Katanga, in 1900 the Congo Free^

State founded the first chartered company, the ComitS Special du Katanga (CSK).

A chartered company is a sort of State within a State, in the sense that in
addition to many other privileges, the charatered company is empowered as an
"assigning authority" to reassign its rights to third parties and to collect
fees from the latter.

42/

For this whole question see part 4 of the study by Bongoy Mpekesa,

Investissements mixtes au Zaire, PTJZ, Kinshasa, 1974, ?• 413*
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120.

The Congo Free State and the Compagnie du Katanga subsequently entrusted

the Comits Special du Katanga with the management* ~6£ their vast property*
CSK
held a controlling interest in the Compagnie Geologique et Mini&re des Ingenieurs

et Industriels beiges (GEOMINES), established in 1910, which was to play a

prominent role in mineral prospecting until shortly before Zaire gained independence.

(d)

Union Minie're du Haut Katan^s

121.
The discovery of numerous copper deposits in Shaba prompted the Congo Free
State and the Comite Special du Katanga to establish the Union MiniSre du Haut

Katanga (UMHK) in 1905 to operate the Katanga mines in the place of CSK. 4j/ At
the outsetf

the major shareholders in UMHK were CSK. CK,

the Societe Generale

de Belgique (SG3), Tanganyika Concessions Ltd. (TCL), together with a number of
scattered holdings*

The impact of UMHK and SGB on the Zairian economy is

discussed later*

(e)

Compagnio du Kassai

122*
The Compagnie du Kassai, in which the Congo Free State held 50 per cent of
the shares, was established in 1901 in a move to integrate approximately 15
companies:
it became the concessionaire of the Kassai region.
be drawn to two major subsidiaries of the Compaghie du Kassai,

subsequent role;
deposits;

(f)
123*

Attention should
in view of their

the.y include la MiniSre du Kassai, which exploited diamond

and la minie're d!Aruwimi—Ituri,

which operated gold mines.

gpciete Internationale ForectiSre et nuniere du Congo (F03LDTIER2)

The Sociate Internationale ForestiSre et Minie're du Congo .(FORME NT ERE)

was also established under the auspices of King Leopold II in 190&*

The Congo

Free State and the Fondation de la Couronne contributed 50 per cent of the

capital of the company in question,

and equal proportion of the remainder were

contributed by SGB and the Thomas Hyan and Daniel Guggenheim group.

Upon

establishment the company uas granted a-concession £or 99 years covering a vast

area of 3 715 000 hectares of mines, particularly diamond mines.
124»

FOiRMINIERE, an enormous conglomerate, set up numerous subsidiaries that

were active in the agricultural,
throughout Zaire.

In particular,

forestry, commercial and mining sectors
the company had over—all responsibility for

management of the deposits of itflBEKA,
diamonds in the world.

P£IBEKA,

the most

important producer of industrial

a subsidiary of the Compagnie du Chemin de fer

du Bas-<3ongo au Katanga (3CK) established in 1919, to which 3CK had transferred
its mining rights,

itself had an impressive range of companies under its control,

including 3ECEKA-Mangan§se and the Diamond Board.

43/

For the historical aspects, see D'Ydewalle, C*f L'Union MlnlSre du

Haut Katanga — de l'age colonial a l'independance faris, Plon, I960).
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(3)

Conpagnia clop Cheuin de Fur du Congo Supjrieury

-

aux ,nyarrlc Lcos Africains

The second chartered company, the Compagnie des Cherains de Fur du Congo

Superieur aux grands lacs Africains (CFL) was set up in 1902 by Baron Srapain,
at the request of King Leopold II•

This business agent working on behalf of the

King was to achieve in northern and eastern Zaire what Thys had succeeded in
doing in Shaba •

125.

In 1323 CFL set up a subsidiary, the Compagnie Iliniere des Grands Lacs

(MGL)| to which it^entrustad the operation of its mines spread over a concession
covering '55 000 km**. CFL also established a holding company, the Soci-rt 3
Auxiliaire Industrielle et Financier? des Grands Lacs Afrioains (AUXIIACSO, which,
together with MGL,

controlled a number of mining companies in eastern Zaire,

including!

-

the Sociati LSiniere du Lualaba (FCLU3A.) which exploited tin ors$

-

the Socist-S MiniSre de Uyamukubi (SOMCKIBl); .

-

the Compagnie T&niSre du Ilord de l'lturi (COI.IINOR).

C-)
127*

Comit3 Uaticnc du ICivu (ClHa)

The third chartered company was established much later, in 1326f in what

was by then the 3elgian Congon

This company was the ComitS National du Kivu

(CNKl), whicl-i controlled a vast multipurpose and mineral—rich estate covering

120 000 km •
120.

The State and GPL held 50 per cent of this company's capital,

In its capacity as a chartered company, CUKI.had a major interest in

various companies,

not only mining entities but also agricultural and real-

estate companies in Kivu- 44/

?..

Control by for3i.~;i financir.l groups over the ns:-j companies

(a)

Belgian flnan.cial groups

(i)

Soci'it'S jSaSrale de 3el,-;iqu3

129. 'This major Belgian banlc group had a considerable impact on the Zairian
economy right from the outsetReference here is only made to its role in the
mining .sector,

44/

in itself an area.of enormous importance«

3oth the question of the control of the corapanisc referred to here and

the question of the measures of Sairianization, radicalization and denationaliza
tion taken, in respect of tLose companies trill be discussed later.
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130.

SGB first controlled the mining sector through large specialized holding

companies,

after the fashion of CCCI.

It is knoim that COCI had substantial

interests in the Gompagnie du Kasai and the Compagnie du Katanga,

and that the

major source of financing of CGCI was the Banque d'Outre-^ner established by

Thys.

SGB absorbed the 3anque d'Outre-mer in 1928 and in doing so, gained

control of all COCI's raining operations.

131*

SKC, UMHK's major shareholder, very soon fell under the control of SG3

as well.

The management of this chartered company was assigned from the outset

to trusted agents of SGB,
mining,

through whom the latter exercised control over its

industrial and financial interests,

particularly over UMKK.

In

practice UMHK was managed directly by SGB, even though it held only 4«5 per
cent of the capital.
132.

SG3, through substantial direct holdings, also controlled other companies

such as MI3EKA,

a subsidiary of BCK, of which it was the majority shareholder.

133»
3G3 subsequently entered other branches of activity, particularly those
of FORMIMIEJRS, of which it held 25 per cent capital.
Despite this minority
holding, the board of FORMIrTIERE was always presided hy a representative of
SGB, which thereby indirectly exercised control over many diamond—producing
and other subsidiaries of FORMINISRB.

(ii)
134*

Other 3algjan banks

Other Belgian financial groups were, of course, active in the mining

sector,

but they did not carry the same weight as SG3.

The interests of some

of these groups are nevertheless substantial enough to deserve mention here.
135*

The 3anque de Bruxelles influenced the Zairian mining sector through the

Compagnie financiere Africaina (FINAF), which controlled the Societe belgs
de recherches minieres an Afrique (32MINA) and the Syndicat Sftnier Africain
(SYMAF).
136.

The Empain Group had major interests in the raining sector, although

always less substantial than those of SGB.

It was able to influence the

activities of the two chartered companies of which 3aron Sdouard Empain was

directly or indirectly the founder,

namely, CFL and CHKI*

It will be recalled

that Baron Sdouard Empain had a 22 per cent personal share of the capital of
CFL, which enabled him to control the latterfs subsidiaries, MGL and AUXIIACS,
and indirectly,

the subsidiary mining companies S0MEKU3I and COMENOR.

Since

CFL had a 30 per cent share in the capital of CHICI, the Empain group was able
to exercise control over this "super-company" by sitting on its board of directors.

137*

The- Society coinmerciale et mini&re du Congo (C0&ENIBR3), established in

1910, was under the control of the 3anque Josse Allard and the Banque
Nagelmackers & Fils.
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(b)

138.

; -*

Hon-3elgian financial

The "open door" principle established at the Berlin Conference in 1335

made it possible for non-Belgian financial groups to invest heavily in Zaire.

Only a few instances of American investment are encountered, however, in the
mining area.

139.

In 1905 King Leopold II granted the American Congo Company exclusive

mining exploration rights along Stanley Pool.

The Aaerican group Thomas Ryan

and Daniel Guggenheim was in turn invited by the Sovereign in the same year to
contribute to the capital of POtttffiNIERE. The group remained one of the major
shareholders of this company ever since it was founded, with 25 per cent of

the capital* 4^/

Finally, much later, in 1950. the Rockefeller group, through

its shares in Tanganyika Concessions Ltd. (TCL), had a right of control over
the management of Union ISLniSre du Haut Katanga.

B.

Structural changes in the Zairian copper industry

1*

The end of chartered companies

140. In the 1910s, about ten mining companies were established in Katanga.
They were finally reduced to the following three as a result of successive
concentrations under ths control of CSK, a charatered company:
-

-

OLE-IK and GS0ME1IE3 in ths copper sector?

Society d1exploitation et de recherche minie"re du Katanga (SSRMIKA),
with the same structure as. CK, operating in the tin sector.

141. The abolition of "assigning authorities"/ in other words, of chartered
companies, had been decided by the Belgian authorities before independence
pursuant to the agreements reached at the Conference de la Table Ronde.

142.

The Comit3 National du Kivu (CrlKl) was abolished on 30 May I960.

It

held on to its mines and its holdings, however, and became the Societa 3elgoAfricaine du Kivu (SOBAKl)* The compensation to be paid to CNKI and CFL for
the takeover by the Congo of the assigning authorities was at first estimated

at 3F 422 million; the figure was finally reduced to about 3F 125 million. £0
SOBAKl,- belonging to" the Snpain group, still retains even today substantial
interests in Zaire in a nuiaber of forms!

,-

C0FI3EL (ex-AUXILAGS), a joint stock company?
.COFIMENES, a mining holding company;
C0G2MLN, an advisory company for the mining sector;

- .30MENKI, a merger in 1976 of various Empain mines in Zaire.

45/
The speech made by the President.of the Republic on 30 November 1973 makes
specific mention of the case of FORMTNIERE, cf. Yabili, op. cit., p. 11-12.
46/

Cf. Society 3elgo-^Africaine du Kivu, Rapports au Conseil d*administration,

I960 financial year, p. 9.
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143.

The Game operation --/as carried out witli-the Comi-j Cpicia.l du Katanga (GSK)

three days prior to the independence of Zaire.

CSK was dissolved by decree on
27 June 1950.
As in the previous case, the mining rights not yet given up by
GSK were vested in the neir Congolese State for an agroed consideration estimated

at 3F 1000 million.
CSK'.s wealth in stocks and sliaros, oarticularly its
holdings in Union i'&nioro, was distributed between tho Compagnie du Katanga

(one third) and the neu State of the Congo (two thirds).

144•

These two agreements, worked out by technical experts at the Table Ronde,
houever, by the Congolese authorities, and, incidentally,
by the Kai'angese secession.
Endless negotiations regarding the Belgian-Congolese

were later cuestionec-.,

claims dispute brought no satisfactory solutioni

5
Some hold that elimination of CSK in fact deprived the Congolese State
from the moment it became independent of its right of control over' Union Minie"re,
in other words, of the right of control over the economy.
It is estimated that
nearly 70 per cent of the Congolese economy was controlled by SGB and that much
of the neu State's resources derived from Union I'£uiie're,

completely into the lap of SG3. 47/
145.

which henceforth fell

Of three chartered companies, only the Compagnie dos Chemins de fsr des

Grands Lacs (CGL), in uhich the Congolese State held only 25 per cent interest,
was not dissolved.

On the contrary, on 15 June 1950, its activities were

extended to 1990.

147*

It is estimated that this form of last-ciinute operation was probably the

reason for subsequent restrictions imposed by Zaire.

2.

nationalization

143.

The principle of sovereignty and control over natural resources by the

Zairian Ovate is described at length in the presidential speech of 30 November
1973*

Its features are highlighted in greater detail in the following chapter,

section D,

"Position of t!.?. Zairian Stats with ror.-.rc. tc control of transnational

corporations."

149.

The principle has a number of precedents, some ox "fhich are mentioned

here: 43/
-

The royal decree of ?.l September 1891 stipulated that the fruits
anc! produce from unoccupied lands were tl-e exclusive property of
the

-

Statej

The 3akajika Law o? 7 June 19^6 guaranteed "the Domestic Republic of
Congo full property rights over its lands and complete sovereignty in

the granting of land, forest, and mining,, rights throughout its territory";

-

The Constitution of 24 June 1957 itself in article 14 bis clearly
reiterated such a claim in the following-terms:
"The soil and subsoil
of Zaire as well as their natural products belong to the State".

47/

See Comite Zaire, op. cit., p. 38.

48/

Cf. Lukombe Nghenda, op» cit., p. 24.
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3.

Participation in international conscrtia

150. The concept of "joint ventures" is not a new one in Zaire, as Bongoy
points out in his doctoral thesis, 4£/
151.

As early as the period of the Congo Free State during the reign of

Leopold, FORMINI&SB, the Compagnie du Kasai and the Union Miniere alreadyconducted joint ventures. A number of these had also bee::, in operation in the
3elgian Congo and had been of some importancei

they included the well-known

Comite national du Kivu*

152. In present-day Zaire, the concept of mixed investments has expanded further,
particularly with regard to the copper industry. In ^his connexion, particular
mention should be made of the establishment of, SOi-IIZA. in 19^9 and of SfvTTF in 1970:
20 per cent of the capital of both these companies is owned by the State of
Zaire. 50/
153«
The State has numerous additional holdings in other sectors of the
economy:
a special department, the Investments Department, had to be set up
in order to manage this sizable "portfolio".

C.

Profile of major corporation^ involved in the Zairian copper industry

!•

G'^nerale da Csi-rijroo at dec ittir.orais (G^camines)
(a)

154.

Background

Gecamir.es, a state corporation with a capital of 259 600 saires (z) came

about as a result of the nationalization of the Union Miniere du Ilaut Katanga

in 1957. 5l/ The corporation, which has the longest history of economic activity
in the Republic of Zaire, is primarily engaged in ore extraction and concentration
and copper metallurgy.
"Jntil \112. GScamines alone was responsible for Zaire's
entire copper production;

today it remains the main producer of copper ore,

155*
In addition to copper, Gacamines produces cobalt, zinc and articles
manufactured from these ores as Kail as coal, sulohuric acid, cement and maize.

15o#

The Gecamines mining concession covers an area of 18 000 km

2

on both sides

of the Lubumbashi-Likasi-Kolwezi highway and extends for a distance of approxi

mately 300 kilometres.
The principal reserves are located at the Kolwezi site,
where the ore extracted represents more than 70 per cent of the total amount of
ore mined by the corporation.

49/

See Bongoy, op. cit., p. 10-11, and the subtitle of his

50/
These companies will be described in paragraph 3 below;
see Kintameu Mafuku,
Transnational Corporations in the Cooper Industry in Zaire, EGA, Addis Ababa, 1979*
51/
Compensation following the nationalization of Union L'iiniere was estimated at
3F 4 billion, to which should be added the facilities provided to SGM.
See Kovar,
a,, "La congolisation de l'UMKK" in Annuaire frangaia de Droit international. CNRS,
Paris, 1957, p. 743, and Verwilghen, M., "Les principaux aspects juridiques de la
nationalisation de l'UT/JHK" in Revue beige de Droit international, vol. VI, 1970.
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Activity indicators

157*

The following data on Gecamines activities in recent years illustrates its

turnover,

production,

form of taxes

Table

12.

cash flow,

incomej

and the growth in the size of its work force.

Main indicators of Gacamines

Indicators

1.

Turnover
—

2*

Copper sales

4.

5.

Prod,

of copper

1979

1980

502.3

977-2

373.8

385.8

2 582.7
958.8

4 113-2
2 472.8

450.9

391-3

369*8

425-7

112.5
44.0

452.3

244o7

1 223.8
375.2

1 421.9

71-9

323.2

1 054*3

1 139-2

3-4

145a

211.7

447.7
591-5

35 171
32 149

31 560

34 247

35 313
3?- 945

38 408
35 149

l 790

1 924

2 099

2 260

1 232

653

'773

9-99

Cash flow (in 105 zaires)
—

Gross

-

Net

984.2

Net income (in 106 zaires)
-

Total

—

Rues and taxis

-

Net income of Gecamines

58.5

178a

852.5

Personnel
-

Total

-

Labour unskilled

—

African supervisory

—

Expatriate supervisory

staff
staff

Sources

2.

1973

Production (in thousands
of tons)
—

3.

1977

(in 105 zaires)

Total

—

the amount paid to the State in the

Con.ioncture economique,

op.

cit.,

po

155 and i3ecaraines3 '.Rapport annuel.

Socidt-i do D Vvolopponent Indue trial ox tfinier du

(a)

Zaire (SCBTuTZZfJ

3ack£round

In January X9S'7$ a general mining exploration licence vras granted to a
Japanese firm, Nippon Mining 'Company Limited.

The licence was complemented in

November 1967 by conclusion of a mining agreement between that company and the
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Democratic Republic of the Congo9 which later became Zaire. §2/ The Societe
de Develqpperaent Industriel et Minier du Congo (SODIMECO), whose name was sub
sequently changed to SODIMIZA, was established in April 19^9 with a view to
implementing the above agreement
159*

and its annexed protocol*

Nippon Mining subsequently associated itself with other Japanese

financial groups in order to set up a mining consortium,

the Compagnie de

Developpement Minier du Zaire (CODEt&TZA); to which all the rights and obligations
of Nippon Mining were subsequently transferredo

(b)
ISO,

Capital Gtructiira

SODIMIZA was established in April 1969 as a Zairian corporation

registered in Zaire with limited liability,
renewable.

The fixed capitaly

for a period of 70 years which was

initially set at Z100 000,

in October 1971 and to 23 million in December 1972.
l6l.

j

was raised to Zl 500 000

The breakdown of shares constituting SODIMIZA1s capital at the outset

was as

follows:

Shares
Republic of Zaire

45 ooo

15

102 000

34

Compagnie de Devcloppement Minier
du Zaire

87 210

Nippon i/Iining Ltd.

Sumitano Ketal Mining Co.

Led.

15 300

Toho Zinc Ltd.
Mitsui

Mining and

15 300
Smelting Co,

Furukawa lining Ltd,

Ltd.

29.07
5.10
5.10

15 300

5-10

12 240

4.08

7 550

2.55

Nissho-Iwai Ltd.

l52.

Per cent

The share of Zaire in the capital of the corporation was later raised to

20 per cent;
furthermore, it was agreed that its level would never fall below
15 per cent even if the capital were increased.

l53«

According to the terms of the agreement, the State of Zaire also has the

right to buy shares in the corporation from the Japanese associates up to 50
percent of the nominal capital.

That clause, however,

is valid only from the

time"of'establishment of the company to the end of its fifth year of existence.

{52/

Cf. Mulumba Lukoji, "Structures de consortiums internationaux miniers au

Zaire, in Industrie Miniere, vol. I, op. cit., ppe 62 et seq.

^
Cf. Hirbta and Fukushima, "Origine et developpement des activities miriiSrss
de la SODIMIZA au Shaba", in Industrie I.frtnierec vol* II; op. cit., pp. 33 et seq.
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(c)

^'i:

fcstors
2

l64.
SODIMIZA has an exclusive exploration zone of 5 850 km" and two concessions,
of 573 km2 at Misoshi and 174 km2 at Kinsenda. In 1930, the company mined
1 296 000 tons of untreated ore, of trliich about 1 million tons carae from the
Musoshi and the remainder from the Kinsenda mines.
In the same year, the cor
poration's concentrator produced 93 000 tons of concentrate as compared to

8l 000 tons in 1979 >

an increase of 14.8 per cent.

The average copper

content was around 35»5 per cent, ^4/
155.

As pointed out already,

the closing of the Dilolo—Lobito railway line has

long impeded -SODIMTj^A operations!

transport costs for merchandise as bulky as

copper concentrates substantially swells the price of the product.
table illustrates SODIMEZA's

Table 13.

Indicators of SODIMTZft's operations

1978

Indicators

1*

Turnpyer (in thousands of zaires)

2«

Production (in thousands of tons)

3*

The following

level of operations in recent years.

—

Processed ore

—

Concentrates obtained

—

Metal content

23 145.4

1 325
o9

1979

59 475.5

1 123
81

32,5

29.5

1980

141 998.5

1 295
93
34.1

Manpower
—

Unskilled labour

—

Skilled labour

—

Zairian supervisory staff

—

Expatriate supervisory staff

Sourcet

3 078
113

123

Conioncture Economiquo, op. cit., pp. 158 and 170 •

3.

Spcistj MinlSro do T^nke-Fungur-^no. (,SI-:TF)

166.

In September 1970, the state of Zaire signed an agreement with a consortium

of American,

3ritish,

of the following!
Group of India;

Japanese and French financial interests initially composed

the American group Amoco Mineral Company, member of Standard
Leon Tempelsman and Son an Anglo-;American consortium;

group Charter Consolidated Ltd., part of an Anglo-American groupj

the British

the Japanese

group Hitsui Company! and the French group B3GM (Bureau de Recherches Geologiques
et Pdinie"res). The Banque de Paris ot des Pays-3as also held shares in the consortium.

54/

Cf. Con.joncture econoraique, opa cit.t p. 170
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167.
The state of Zaire and the above-mentioned consortium founded the Societe
MiniSre de Tenke-Funourume (SMTF) to exploit the rich copper deposits discovered
by 3RGM. The concession covered 1 425 I«n2, formerly belonging to UMHK but outsid
Gecamines territory. According to experts, these deposits are one of the largest
copper reserves in the world: they comprise some 50 million tons with a very
high copper content.

168.

The nominal capital of SftfTF amounted to 22 million and was divided as

follows among the shareholders:

Shares
Republic of Zaire •

400 000
550 000

Charter Consolidated Ltd.

560 000

AMOCO (Standard Oil of Indiana)

70 000

3RGM

230 000
50 000

Mitsui

Leon Tempelsman

Omnium des mines (Paribas) ■.
159,

70 000

Per cent
20

28
28

3 .5
14
3
3•5

Since the restructuring of SivFTF in 1930, COGSMA a French public company

subsidiary of the Commissariat franyais a l'snergie atomique (French Atomic Energy
Commission) has become the prime contractor;

in addition, Zaire's shares have

been transferred to G3camines,

170.

The SMTF capital is now distributed as followss 55/
Per cent
20

Gecamines
Charter Consolidated Ltd.

COGEMA
Mitsui and Co»,

BRQ.I

frfcd 0,

Japan

.

Omnium des mines (Paribas)
Leon Tempelsman

171•

20
23

U

5 •5

0 .5

3 .0

The level of investments required and the technical difficulties encountered

in mining for a long time delayed effective execution of the work.
these difficulties,

to exploit the deposits toward the and of the first half of

4.

In view of

the Board of Directors of SMTF decided to submit a new project

^

Society Interaifeoaalo des Klines du

172.
SIMZ was established by the same, international consortium which set up the
Societe de Fungurume:
its purpose, however, is limited to geological studies on
behalf of the consortium;
SMTF would mine the deposits belonging to the group.

55/

Cf. Conjoncture sconomique, op. cit«t p
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173.

In 1970 the Government

of 30 592 km2,

of Zaire granted SIi*E an exclusive exploration zone

half of which was subsequently returned to the State*

S1MZ has

not conducted exploratory work since I9G0«
174.
The capital of SI/E, like that of StfTF, was sot at 22 million;
arrangements
for association between the State of "Zaire and the foreign consortium are identical
in the two corporationso
175*

SIMZ share capital is divided among tho various partners in tie following

manner1

Per cent

Shares

Republic of Zaire

AMOCO (Standard Cil of Indiana)
Charter

75 000

105 353
105 354

25 -531
53 132

3RGU
Mitsui

20

.

23.35
23,35
■-...7.-09

14.18

7 500

Leon Terapelsman

2.00

GeologiqusG et

5«

Bureau de

175.

3SGM, a French company which specializes in mining exploration, conducts

numerous operations'in the former French territories in Africa*

177 •

A I969 agreement between the Gtato of Zaire and, 3RGT/1 entrusts the latter

with a general survey of the mineral resources of all the regions of the country.

Under this agreement, which covers the period 1970—1931, in the event deposits
are found,

3RGU xo giv^n c;:clusiv,i rights for 0113 year to prospect and submit

partners and mining

for example j

178.

companies^

It

is -rithin this

framework that

33GM participates,

in the Fungurume consortium.

For exploration purposes, 33ji.I hac ootabliohed two euboidiarico to carry

out work on the copper proepoctD

located in "two paiticularXy promising areas?

the Kapulo and Dikusuhi regions. J5/ The companies are the Soci^ts Minie're et de
Davelopporaent Gaolojic-uo (S;/iDG) and tho £oci?-ti iilniere des Ifcbe ()

5.

Shabamineo^ai^ Ppj.ooabrid.qe of Africa Zaire Limited

179*
In the 1970s, nine prospecting licences covering an area of 225 km2 in
Lower Zaire were granted to the Canadian company Falcombridge through its two
subsidiaries,
however,

Shabaminos and Falcoi.ibri-'ge of Africa Zaire Limited.

The company,

focussedits operations on copper deposits located north of Lake I.foero,

which had been dicaovered earlier by GSttflEKAT and had good economic prospects.

l30.
The capital of Sliabamines, set up in February 1971» was owned 50 per cent
by Falcombridge and 50 per cent by GCLSZA (a Zairian mining firm). Tlie parent
company was also involved in negotiating with the Zairlan authorities to draw up
a mineral exploration agreement,
capital to the State of 2aire«

55/

Cf. SCA,

it^, p. 45.

tha draft of which allotted 20 per cent

of the
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CHAPTER

IV

PROFIT SHARING AaaAl!G36EHT3 BETWEEN THE
G0V2RHI&HT OF ZAIRE AMD TRANSNATIONAL CORPGRATXOiiS

Ai'

Zairian reflation of mining operations^

1,

Basic general principles

'

■

lSl. The Ordinance of Uay 1957 re~affiraed the principle according to which the
mines "belong to the Nation and constitute a special public domain".
The same ordinance put an end to the monopoly enjoyed by several companies in
exploration and mining which had been granted earlier by colonial authorities.

2a

Different types of mining systems «~

(a)

132.

General lssr mining system

This sytem provides for three types of licences for prospective foreign

investors

in the

raining sectors

.

-

Application for personal authorization to engage in prospecting;

-

Application for an exploration licence ;

-

Application for a raining licence and for a concession.

183. In addition, the Sairian mining code also takes account of the time element:
the mining licence is granted for a period of .five years and ie rcnsu&blc three
tim-bs for an equal period; the concession, or. tl'ic other hand, is granted for
30 year period, renewable twice for a period of 20 years.

(b)

Agreement of raining system

184. -This system is based on a special "power" vested in the State to grant,
through agreement, exclusive exploration rights, mining licences r.nd concessions
over one or several specified areas. Tlie agreement system is primarily designed
to promote the flow of new capital into the mining sector. The State provides^
investors with the necessary facilities and grants them special privileges during
the working of their concessions.

52/

See I'lanzila Lutumbu, "Droit I-.iLnier Zairois", in Industrie EftniSre,

Vol. Io, ope cit., p. 15.
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l35»
this

A study of the SODIICCZA case later in this chapter shows the scope of
system,

3«

Relations betwaen tlao Zajrian State and mine cone essionairas

136.

Although it guarantees their rights, particularly exclusive mining rights

within zones of operations, the State also imposes certain obligations.on mine
concessions t

—

The State may acquire "by prior right and at a fair price all or part

—

The State may "oblige the mine operators to comply with all measures

of the mining production" of any mine operator?

taken in the general interest to increase,

limit or regulate production,

centralize the sale of products or reserve products in Order to supply
a national industry"?

—

The State may place the mining operations of any investor under the
supervision and control of the Department of Mines.

3.

Taxation of raining operations

187*

Mining legislation occupies a central position in Zairian legislation by

virtue of the fact that the national economy is heavily dependent on the mining
industry*
Mining companies are thus liable not only to the general taxation
applicalbe to all companies, but also to special taxation for tho mining sector.

138.

The following outlines the provisions applicable to mining comapnies

alone t

(a)
l89»

Service fee

A service fee is levied when an application is made for the various

prospecting,

exploration and raining licences or when such licences are renewed*

Surface rent

190*

An annual payment is theoretically levied for the benefit of those entitled

to the land according to custom.

(c)
191*
state

3ubsoil_tax

Under the Sairian tax system, any mining operation must hand over to the
"10 per cent of its annual mining output, in the processing state in which

it is normally exported".

This provision represents a genuine innovation and

demonstrates the clear will of the Zairian state to exercise full sovereignty

over the exploitation of minerals contained in its subsoil.
not,

however,

been effectively applied yet.

'

This provision has
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(d)

Exemption from taxation

192. In order to encourage raining research, article 8l of the Ordinance of May
1967 provides for "exemption from income tax on that part of the profits applied
to the prospecting, exploration and development of mineral deposits."

C»

Special provisions under the investment codes

1.

The I955 Investment Code —

193.

The 1955 Investment Code consists of three types of systems,

58/

(a)
194*

Ordinary law system

In view of events which had taken place around 1965> this system was an

attempt to create a favourable, psychological atmosphere for investment.

In

particular, it was aimed at establishing legal protection and an investment
promotion framework for all enterprises, whether old or new, with no counterpart
concessions to the State being required on their part,

195,

Articles 5 ?Jid 5 of the Code stipulate that for reasons of stability,

expropriations — in both the broad and the narraw sense of the term — are
prohibited.
Where e;spropriations proved necessary — "for a good reason and for

the common good" — they would have to be carried out in accordance with the law,
and compensation would be paid in the currency of the foreign country of origin^
196*

Discrimination, whether de jure or de factot

is prohibited.

carries on in practice the old "open door" principle.

This provision

For purposes of investment

promotion, the ordinary law system provides three substantial benefits:
—

Exemption from import duties:

all capital equipment intended for new

enterprises or for extensions tc existing enterprises is exempt from
these duties;
—

Customs protection against foreign competition in order to protect
locally produced goods;

—

Freedom of capital transfer:

the State guarantees that all capital and

income deriving there from may be transferred,

(b)
197,

Preferential ayatein

The 1955 Code provides for two types of preferential system!

the priority

system and the contractual system,

(i)
193,

Priority system

The 1965 Code applies this system to projects which make a substantial

contribution to the national economy,

Enterprises admitted under this regime

enjoy the following advantages:

58/

See Bongoy, op, MCit., p, 151* concerning this Code,
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-

The enterprise is given preference in obtaining foreign currency when
importing equipment or transferring investment income;
As far as taxation is concerned, the enterprise is entitled to
exemptions from'and reductions in direct taxes for five years;

Thirty per cent of taxable profits arc exempt fron the business tax.

(ii)

199.

Contractual system

An enterprise applying under this system must make a fundamental contribution

to the national economy.
previous

system,

The main criteria, in addition tc those required by the

concerns

-

Level of investment|

-

Number of people employed;

-

Effects of training.

200. In return, the State gives enterprises operating under this system special
guarantees over and above those provider! for in the ordinary law and priority
systems.

201.

UMHK was one of the enterprises benefiting from this first 2airian invest

ment code:

this explains why, when it -was nationalized, those in charge were

able to protest vigorously by invoking certain provisions in the Code, particularly
those concerning expropriation and compensation.

202. A main issue that has remained unresolved is the extent to which the very
liberal 1965 investment code was able to bring .in a real flow of new capital.
Available information indicates a gap between the objectives and achievements of the
Code. However, some have attributed failure hot to the Code itself, but to the
prevailing political and economic situation of the time?
moreover, "given the
disintegration and imbalance of the economy, the Code could not work miracles on

its own". 59/
50/

2.

The 1959 Investment Code—

203.

The new 1959 Investment code had three main objectives:

-

To promote investments aimad at establishment of new enterprises and
the extension ami modernization of existing ones;

To stimulate mobilization of domestic financial resources by directing
them towards productive investments;

To promote investment of foreign capital by giving special transfer
guarantaes,,

gj/
See Katanga i/ukuraadi, "L1 Evolution de la legislation zairoise en matiere
d'investissements et son incidence econonique", Cahiers Econonicueo et Sociaux,
Vol. IX, 1971, p. 42.
50/
For the text, see Department of Economic Affairs, Le Guide da I'investisseur,
{n"o date), p. 131, and the comments in Katanga Mukumadi, "Le Code des investissement;

et l'industrie

rainiSre au ^aire," in Industrie miniere. Vol, I, op. citM p. 21.
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204.

The following systems are provided for under this second investment codej
(a)

205.

General, system

Admission to this system is no longer automatic, as had been the case with

the 1965 code, but selective.

The system is reserved for existing and -future

enterprises which have obtained prior approval.

206.

Under the- system approved enterprises are granted a whole range of tax

benefits!

the main ones beings

-

Exemption from tax on profits for 5 years;

-

Exemption from import duties and the general turnover tax.

-

Exemption from tax on distributed dividends for 5 yearc;

(b)

207.

Contractual system

This system is open to investments which meet conditions of the general

system but which are in addition of major value for the development of the country
because ofs
-

(c)

203.

Their size;
Their long—term profitability.

Partial, exemption system

This system, instituted in 1974 to supplement the 1969 Code, applies only

to investments made on the basis of self-financing. 5l/

Under it, the portion

of business tax applied to profits which arc to be re-invested is reduced by

50 per cent*
209.

r

In articles 21 and 22 of the second Sairian Investment Coda, moreover,

particular guarantees are provided for foreign investment, inter alias
authorisa
tion for annual transfer of the income of foreign promoters;
transfer of their
shares in case of shutdown or liquidation;
fifty per cent reduction in the
business tax applied to re—invested profits;
and exemption of mineral deposits
from the business ta:z - a specific advantage given to mining companies operating
in Zaire.

210.

As in the first Code, the new Cods offers numerous fiscal advantages to

prospective investors:
experience shows, however, that these advantages only
play a secondary role in the decision to invest. In fact, political climate and

monetary stability appear to take precedence in that connexion. j2f

5l/
Cf. Service Prssidentiel d1 Etudes, Las possibilites d'industrialisation
du Zaire, December 1977* P« 245 •
62/

Cf. Katanga,

"Involution de la legislation zairoise...", op. cit», p. 51 •
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D.

Position of the Zairian State with regard to control of transnational
corporations

!•

Zairianizatipn

:

211*

Zalrianization measures were not adopted all at once, but have succeeded

each other over the years.

The concept of Zairianizatiqn originated in 1966 with

the establishment of SOMAS,

Gecamines,

Air Zaire,

and others.

212.
For purposes of reaffirming the country's economic independence, the
Zairian State has gone further with measures announced in the speech of 30

November 1973. §2./
(a)
213«

Fundamental principles of Zairianization of mines

The take-over hy the Zairian State of major mining production and marketing

units is in a special category among tha general measures of Zairianization.

In

summary:

—

In the mining field,

—

entitle the Zairian State to a 50 per cent participation;
All chartered companies shall become the sole property of the Zairian

any concession granted to an investor shall;

State;

—

The application of Ordinance 01 bis 57 of 1 January 1967 relating to
subsidiaries of Union Iviiniere shall be interpreted only as follows:

these subsidiaries shall be 100 per cent Zairian,

as Gecamines is now;

—

By 1980, 100 per cent of the refining of all Zairian copper must be

—

In field of marketing,

carried out

in Zairej

strict control of the destination of Zairian

copper must be established.

(b)

Consolidation of principles of Zairianization of mines
(i)

Gecamjnes

214*
General management is in the hands of a Zairian,—some of the subsidiaries
of the Union Minie're have been dissolved,
while others have been taken over by
Gecamines and the Socisti Nationale d'Slectricitsj
ensured by the establishment of SOZACOM.

(ii)
215«

control of marketing has been

Mining sector in general

All new mining agreements include a special clause obliging the beneficiary

to upgrade metallurgically its mining product;

that in employment matters,

each mining agreement must specify

where knowledge and professional ability are equalf

priority shall be given to the Zairian candidate;
without payment,

the State io henceforth guaranteed,

20 per cent of the shares in any new mining company officially

Only those measures directly affecting mining are discussed here.

64/

Until May 1982.
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authorized, these shares being in exchange for the mining titles granted;
similarly,
after a raining company has been operating for five years, the State receives a
guaranteed amount of 12«5 per cent of the value of products exported or, if net
profits are higher, of 50 Per cent of ths latter,

2. -

Reasons

for "rp4icc.lization"

2l5«

In the pursuit of greater control over the national economy, the State

intended through radicalizations as enhanced form of nationalization, to "exercise
a real right of ownership rather than a rS.ght of control" over the major units of

production and distribution and major economic activities.

/

217 •
Some now believe that radicalization which followed 1973 nationalization
measures, had the purpose of "correcting certain inadequate cases of the application
of Zairianization measures" at two levels?
not yet been Zairianized;

213.

ths Zairianization of units which had

and correcting failings of beneficiaries of Zairianization*

Radicalization was in fact oft3n viewed in the latter conte^rt as a reaction

to certain unfortunate consequences of the

example,

first Zairianization measures:

for

Zairianization replaced foreign capitalists with a now class of rich

Zairians in whose hands a number of businesses were concentrated?

exercised by a large number of new Zairian owners^
than adequateenterprises!

moreover,

the management

seemed to be less

all the more so since the companies handed over were large-scale
many State officials devoted themselves increasingly to businesses

acquired through Zairdanization rather than to the business of Government.

219«
The take-over by the State of major economic units also raised the problem
of organization, management and control of the companies acquireds
it was therefore
necessary to find a new path.

3<t

Significance of deiaatioiializc.tion

220*

The need for denationalization seems from the late 1970s-on-.to'have arisen

for many reasons: 56/

failure of Zairians to perceive the importance of the

objectives set by the Mead of State in choosing both Zairianization and radicaliza—

tion; .lack of financial means to compor^ate former owners as promised by the
President of the Republics
pressure from foreign powers with economic interests

in Zaire;

economic disruption which followed the Zairianization and radicalization

measures;

and search for a means of stabilising the Zairian economy.

221«

Denationalization of property and production units was in fact officially

presented as a means of stabilizing the national economy*.

Initially, denationaliza

tion of 30 to 40 per cent was chosen solely for radicalized comapnies, not for those

See Lukombe Nghenda,

56/

Ibid., p»-46*

op^cit*, p. 9.
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which had been Zairianized in the strict sense of the word. This was the first
stage of stabilization;^tJaring the second stage of stabilization, full
denationalization — a return to former owners of Zairianized or radicalized
enterprises — of up to 60 per cent was authorized,

222. The Zairian State still reserves for itself certain areas of national
interest, which thus remain immune from denationalization: this is the case,
inter alia, of mines. "Reserved" areas are not excluded from foreign investment,

but the State retains the right to hold shares in these sectors, denying all
Zairian private citizens this right.

223. Some Zairian economists have taken the view that denationalization measures
alone could not properly set the stage for the recovery or restabilization of

the nation's economy. §7/

In any event, the reaction of investors to these

measures,for example in the mining sector, does not appear to have been of farreaching effect.

E#

Outline of basic features in an agreements

the case of 30DIMIZA

224.

The Agreement between the Zairian Government and SQDIZIMA gave the latter

a number of tax and financial benefits over three production periods. In return,
the corporation contracted with Zairian authorities to carry out certain invest

ment programmes in Zaire.

1.

Tax mitigation ueacuros

(a'
225,

Period of geological rosaarch and prospecting

SODOZIMA was accorded exemption from import and export duty on all materials

necessary for its research and on batches of ore sent outside the country for

analysis; it was also granted exemption from all duties, taxes or charges payable
either in cash or in kind to the State, to local bodies or to chiefdoms.

Period bottjbG;i the start of mining activities and" "the'fifth
year of mining (five years

226.

67/

The corporation was accorded the following benefits for this periods
-

Exemption from duties and taxes payable to the State, to local bodies

-

Exemption from import duty on materials and supplies intended for the

-

Exemption from export duty on ore concentrates and processed metals.

or to chiefdoms, as in the preceding periodj

investment programmes called for by the mining operations!

Ibid.. p. 45.
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(c)

PeriQd between the sixth and twentieth years of mining

(15
227.

^

The corporation was accorded the following benefits for this periods
-

Agreement assured SODIMIZA stable taxes and duties for these 15 years,
in other words, taxes and duties equivalent to those applicable at
the time the. Agreement was signed;

.

-

Th.e corporation was permitted to opt for more favourable tax arrange
ments announced during the aforementioned period;
- The Agreement provided for preferential export-duty rates for ore
..concentrates and processed metals during this 15 year period: between
the sixth and tenth years of mining, the rate will be 25 per cent;
between the sixteenth and twentieth years, the rate will increase to
75 per cent.

2,

Special financial

'jg

223* In addition to tax mitigation, the Agreement accorded SODIZLl-Mi certain
financial benefits. The Zairian State undertook"not to impose, during these
20 years of mining, any restrictions on the activities of SODIMIZA. or its sub
sidiaries with

respect tot

-

The export from Zaire of the rsturns derived from these activities;

-

The transfer of dividends or any other profits from mining operations?

-

Salary transfers for expatriate staff of the corporation or its
subsidiaries;

-

The use hy the corporation or its subsidiaries of foreign-currency
export eaimings-?'

-

The transfer of the proceeds of the sale of shares by the Japanese
associates.

3,

Commitments nzicle in return for the benefits accorded

229.

In return-for the tax and financial benefits'accorded by the Zairian

State,

SODIMIZA undertook!

-

To carry out, by 1973, the investment programmes necessary for the
production of 40 000 tons o:? copper per annum;

-

To construct raetal-procsssing plants and refineries to convert
concentrates with a gFade of 50 per cent into electrolytic copper
with a grade higher than 99»5 P^r cent.
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CGUCLUSIGIJ

230,
The greater part of Zaire's copper industry is nationalized today.
In
this respect, the Zairian Government's determined efforts can be considered a
success.
The present review shows, however, that the sector is actj&ally still
controlled by transnational corporations at three focal points?
Zaire's copper
industry is still characterized by preponderance of highly skilled foreign

technicians who are indispensable for the effective functioning of the sector;
a sizeable amount of Zairian ore is still being refined at Ilobokenj

and the

marketing of copper products is still largely controlled by SGM or its subsidiaries*

231*
With regard to companies under contract, association between foreign
interests and tl.s Zairian State does not go beyond participation in the share
capital.
The fact that the Zairian Government is a shareholder — and still a
minority shareholder at that — does not mean that it has control over the
production process or the companies1 marketing policy:
instead, the companies

under contract are beyond the control of the Zairian authorities and are actually
controlled by foreign consortia.
The year—end dividend entitlement enjoyed by
the Zairian State as a shareholder of these companies does not seem to be an
adequate quid pr

232.

An examination of the tax and financial benefits extended to transnational

corporations active in the copper industry through mining regulations^

tax

legislation or the Zairian investment codes, shows that these benefits are, to
say the least, exorbitant in relation to those received in return by the Zairian
State.

233* A thorough quantitative assessment of the results of the State participa
tion in international consortia still remains to be done.
On the basis of
current empirical data., however, the Zairian side has earned little.
234.

Zairianization and radicalization measures, as instruments enabling the

235.

Despite this, some now believe that revisions of these arrangements through

State to control national resources, have aroused much interest in Zaire and
elsewhere* Results, however, have admittedly fallen short of expectations:
internal and external constraints have had a far greater impact than the Zairian
will td break new ground in the effort to control transnational corporations •

denationalization were necessary, inasmuch as the recovery of the nation's
economy depended on them#
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GLOSSARY
•

AFRIMETs

African Metals Corporations,

2.

AUXILACS:

Sociste Auxiliaire Industrielle et FinanciSre des Grands Lacs

3»

BCK:

4.

BMDSs

Bureau of Winese United States.

5«

BROW:

Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres*

5.

COCIs

Compagnie Congolaise pur le Commerce et 1'Industrie.

7»

CFL:

Compagnie des Chemins de fer du Congo fikiperieur aux Grands

Africainsa

Corapagnie du Chemin de fer du 3as-<k>ngo au Katanga*

Lacs Africains•

8.

CEPEC:

9«

CK*

Intergovernmental Council of Copper Exporting Countries.

Compagnie du Katanga*

10.

CMZx

Compagnie Maritime Zairoise.

11.

CNKTs

12.

COMEX:

13*

CSK:

14*

CTNC:

15»

FIHAF:

15.

PORMLKISRS:

17.

GECATCWES^

18.

LATRECAs

19.

LMEs

20.

MGLt

21.

REMIMA:

22.

SSKMEKA:

23o

SGBs

Sociits Ganerale de Belgique.

24.

SGM:

Societe Generale des Minerals*

25«

SMK:

Socists I/Iiixl^re de Kisenga.

26.

SOBAKI:

27.

SODIMIZA:

28.

SOGET*ETj

SocistS Generale des I^taux.

29.

SOZACOMs

Gocieti Zairoise de Commercialisation des f&nerais*

30.

SYMAF:

31 •

UMHK:

Comit3 National du Kivu.
Ilex-; York Commodity Exchange.
Comita Special du Katanga*

Centre on Transnational Corporations.
Compagnie Financiere Africaine*

Societs Internationale Forestiere et Mihie>e du Congo.
Genarale des CarriSres et des Mines.

Laminoira Trefileries et Cableriez.

London Metal Exchange.
Compagnie Miniere des Oands Lacs.

Societi beige de Recherches MLniSres en Afrique.
Societe d1 Exploitation et de Recherche MLniSre au Katanga.

Societs Belgo-Africaine du Kivu.
Societe de Developpement Industriel et Minier du Zaire*

Syndicat Minier Africain.
IMion Miniere du Kaut Katanga.

